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WINTER FESTIVAL
HALL
Address
Muehlgraben 56
6343 Erl, Tyrol
Competition
09/2007 [1st prize]
Start of planning
2008
Start of construction
11/2010
Completion
08/2012
Total floor area
8.800 m²
Net floor area foyer
1.250 m²
Auditorium area approx.
580 m² [732 seats + 130
temporary seats]
Orchestra pit approx.
160 m²
Stage approx
450 m²
Gross floor area
10.000 m²
Volume
60.000 m³
Site area
9.700 m²
Built-up area
4.500 m²
Building dimensions
90m x 71m x 22m
[longest/highest points,
including cantilevers]
Budget
€ 36 Million
Project Manager
Sebastian Brunke
Joerg Rasmussen

Project description
The festival hall’s geometry develops
from the surrounding topography
placing the building and the alread
yexisting festival hall in juxtaposition.
The orientation relates to the existing
landscape, the dynamic gesture of the
historical counterpart, as well as the
background of rock formations. The
topographic imprinting in the landscape
continues inside the building where two
central parameters direct the architectural approach: the interplay between the
building’s interior and the surrounding
nature as well as a lading concert hall
of international repute. Flowing visual
and functional spatial references define
the design method: Spaces of different
zoning and configurations implement
the focus on communication and peace,
dynamics and concentration. Architectural conditions in the building’s interior
are devolved into a subtle control of the
motion sequences through their sensual
perception. The access staircase is integrated into the terrain’s topography and
leads visitors into the building’s interior.

The foyer allows a wide range of
impressions of the surrounding natural
environment as well as to the existing
summer festival hall. In the opposite
direction, a staircase leads to the gallery
on the level above where the relationship
between interior and exterior relations
is once again impressively experienced
by the extensively glass-fronted
western façade. Secondary functions
of the building are also located at the
upper level. Paths and spatial layout
are designed both functionally as well
as atmospherically: vast communication zones, narrowing and widening
circulation areas and varying ceiling
heights translate the tectonic building
geometry in a sensually comprehensible
space. Coherently, the approach to the
concert hall is emphasised by the gentle
rise of the entry level. The concert hall,
which is situated at the centre of the
building like a shell and is anchored to
the rock at the back, is connected to the
foyer via two accesses on each level. The
passage from the foyer into the concert
hall is accompanied by a spatial and
atmospheric transformation: Dynamics,
variability and asymmetry of the foyer
give way to static peace and orthogonality.

Team
Philip Beckmann
Eva Schrade
Torsten Sauer
Simon Takasaki
Anja Vogl
CONSULTANTS
Structural engineering
FCP Fritsch, Chiari &
Partner ZT GmbH, Vienna
Building services
engineering
Zentraplan GmbH
Wiener Neustadt
Acoustics
Quiring Consultants
Aldrans
Photographer
Brigida González
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Category
Cultural
Address
Seoul (Goyang)
South Korea
Competition
2011 [1.prize]
Start of planning
2012
Start of construction
05/2013
Completion
02/2017
Floor area
63.860 m²
Gross surface area
63.860 m²
Site area
16.719 m²
Built-up area
9.266 m²
Height
49,4 m
Number of levels
14
Number of basements
5
Managing Partner
Martin Josst
Project manager
Sebastian Brunke
Project team
Michael Lohmann
Diogo Teixeira
Christian Schrepfer
Gerhard Gölles
Win Man
Christian Groß
Florian Schafschetzy
Bogdan Hambasan
Toni Nachev
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CONSULTANTS
Construction management
Hyundai Architects &
Engineers Associates
Project controlling
Hyundai Architects &
Engineers Associates
General Contractor
Hyundai Engineering &
Construction
Executive planning
DMP / Hyundai Architects &
Engineers Associates
Structural engineering
Bollinger + Grohmann
Ingenieure / Dongyang
Façade
Bollinger + Grohmann
Ingenieure / The Summit
Façade
Exhibition Planner
Atelier Brückner / GL
Lighting design
Speirs + Major / Bitzro
Landscape
Topotek 1 / Landscape
Workshop SAII
Energy Design
Energy Design Cody / EAN
HVAC
HIMEC
Electrical Installations
HITEC
Fire Controlling
NAMDO
Exhibition Controlling
Innocean
Photographers
Katsuhisa Kida
Raphael Olivier

Project description
Hyundai’s “Modern Premium”
strategy – the concern’s definition of quality encompassing
technology, functionality,
design, comfort and sustainability – formed the basis for an
invited architectural competition to find a correspondingly
comprehensive design concept,
which could be simultaneously
applied to all of Hyundai’s
spatially very diverse locations.
DMAA’s competition entry
addressed all key aspects of
“Modern Premium” and formulated these as titles, hypotheses
and arguments. The central
themes and content of the winning concept were subsequently
incorporated into the extensive “Global Dealership Space
Identity” (GDSI) Manual, which
presents both the basic design idea
for Hyundai’s dealerships and the
flexibility with which it can be
implemented in detail. Hyundai
showrooms worldwide have been
adapted or newly built according
to these guidelines since 2014.
The new Hyundai Motorstudio
Goyang in Seoul has also been
realised in line with the GDSI
system. The concept of the
building applies the Manual’s
modular principle with concisely
defined characteristic elements:
Landscape, Vertical Green and
Shaped Sky.

These three design elements
dominate the space of the Motor
Studio without interfering with
the panoramic view into the vast
spatial unit, which is defined
by simple and clear structure of
openness and transparency, where
automobiles are presented from
different perspectives – similar
to an urban or natural landscape,
where visitors can wander freely.
The uniqueness of the building
– and at the same time the main
challenge of its design – lies in its
ambition to unite a multitude of
functions – Sales, Brand Center,
Automotive Theme Park, Offices
and Services – in one structure.
These functions are positioned
in horizontal areas, one above the
other, and are connected through
the vertical design elements. The
aim was to create a complete and
integral experience of the brand
Hyundai for the customers and
to let them fully enjoy the high
quality of service offered by
the company. Symbolically, the
experience represents a journey
everyone has imagined but
never took, into a space, which
stimulates one’s imagination – a
journey of a car, a journey to a car.

Culture
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EYE FILM INSTITUTE
NETHERLANDS
Category
Cultural
Address
IJ Promenade 1, 1031 KT
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Workshop
90 m²
Offices
1.200 m²

Implementation
planning
Bureau Bouwkunde
Rotterdam bv

Information
450 m²

Structural engineering
Abt-Adviseurs in
Bouwtechniek, Delft

Competition
2005 [1st prize]

Museum shop
100 m²

Start of planning
2005

VIP-area
100 m² for special events

HVAC
Techniplan Adviseurs Bv,
Rotterdam

Start of construction
08/2009

Arena /
Bar & Restaurant
ca. 1.050 m²

Building physics
Peutz bv, Zoetermeer

Cost
€ 30 Million

Main Contractor
Bouwbedrijf M.J. de Nijs en
Zonen BV

Completion
12/2011
Floor area [total]
6.300 m²
Gross floor area
8.700 m²
Built-up area
3.250 m²
4 Cinemas
67, 2 x 130, 315 seats
Exhibition space
1.200 m²

Project manager
Philip Beckmann
Project team
Sebastian Brunke
Alejandro C. Carrera
Ruben Van Colenberghe
Burkhard Floors
Gerhard Gölles
Daniela Hensler
Thilo Reich
Hendrik Steinigeweg
Waldemar Wilwer

Project description
EYE Film Institute Netherlands
is situated on a prime location at
the bend of the river IJ, opposite
the historical part of the city
and the Central Station. The
building is conceived as a highly
tense and dynamic geometric
solid. The light is reflected in
multiple ways by smooth, crystalline surfaces, thus subjecting
the building’s appearance to
permanent optical changes
during the course of the day.
Movement and light manifest
themselves clearly as essential
parameters for the film as a
medium in the architectural
production. The entrance
into the building is characterised by continuous
spatial concentration and
directed visual relations.
Spatial development, light
incidence, and materiality
define the path that leads
from the southern glass front
and the museum shop into
the heart of the building.
22

CONSULTANTS

Client
ING – Real Estate
Schenkkade 65
P.O.Box 90463
NL - 2509 LL The Hague
Photographer
Iwan Baan

The room widens successively,
before unfolding its full dimensions as an architectural and
functional focus. The interior’s
architectural formulation
defines the foyer and arena as
central divisors which integrate all path relations into the
overall functional concept.
Whereas on the south side the
building’s shell opens fully onto
the adjacent river, terrace-like
steps extrapolate the partly
allocated, partly alterable
functional zones as well as the
interior’s character and atmosphere, by allowing access to
the exhibition level, to the projection rooms and restaurant.
Flowing transitions between the single functional
areas underline the
distinctive continuity and the
dynamic of the room flow,
thus transforming the usage
into a physiologically tangible sequence of constantly
changing spatial impressions.
Movement and light generate
standpoint-dependent, variegated atmospheric connections which oscillate between
extrovert landscape reference

Culture
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PORSCHE MUSEUM
Category
Cultural

Gastronomy area
500 m²

Address
Porscheplatz 1,
70435 Stuttgart
Zuffenhausen, Germany

Museum shop
200 m²

Competition
2005 [1st prize]
Start of planning
02/2005
Start of construction
10/2005
Completion
12/2008
Floor area
13.333 m²
Gross floor area
27.692 m²
Gross floor area
aboveground
14.388 m²
Volume
225.464 m³
Site area
8.200 m²
Exhibition area
5.600 m²

Classic car workshop
1.000 m²
Conference area
700 m²
Costs
€ 100 Million
Project manager
Martin Josst
Project team
Jörg Rasmussen
Torsten Sauer
Tapio Lassmann
Zoltan Adorjani
Philip Beckmann
Imke Haasler
Hendrik Steinigeweg
Gerhard Gölles
Sebastian Brunke
Tom Hindelang
Client
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche
Aktiengesellschaft
Porscheplatz 1
D-70435
Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen
Photographer
Brigida González
Iwan Baan

Project description
The central draft concept was the translation of the
versatile and vivid brand
into the language of
architecture. The museum features those specific
conditions which the Porsche brand
conveys both spatially and sensually
to visitors. Driving and speed, statics
and logjams can be experienced both in
the building’s configuration as well as
through the spatial medium. The museum
is a clearly defined open place which
incorporates all brand specific qualities.
Here, speed and passion finds their spatial
equivalents and can be impressively
retraced in the sensual experience. Experience and the opportunity to experience
were the primary design parameters
through respective spatial allocations
in the basic architectural concept.
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The seeming dichotomy of the architectural shape is the appropriate answer
to the building’s function and the
exceptional position of its exhibits.
The museum’s conceptual design demonstrates our perception of buildings as
interactive organisms, as communicating
part of a whole. The consistent interaction
between the building and its environment
is conceived as a quality, as is a functional
and practical utilisable space. The specific
characteristics of the spatially definable
environment are conceived as a landscape
or urban landscape, its interpretation
as the corporate approach. The Porsche
museum is designed as a dynamically
formed, monolithic structure, seemingly
detached from the entry level’s folded
topography. Its reflective soffit absorbs the
architectural landscape below and atmospherically increases the space between
base and exhibition area. Thus this architectural gesture underlines the duality of
experience and opportunity to experience
on which the structural design is based..

Culture
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STAATSTHEATER KARLSRUHE

Category
Cultural
Address
Baumeisterstraße 11
76137 Karlsruhe
Deutschland
Competition
2015 [1st prize]
Floor area
32,000 m²
Gross surface area
52,000 m²
Construction volume
305,000 m³
Site area
37,100 m²
Number of levels
5
Number of basements
1

38

Project manager
Bernd Heger, Lukas
Gschweitl, Michael
Lohmann
Project team
Daniela Hensler, Diogo
Teixeira, Magdalena
Czech, Julia Oblitcova,
Toni Nachev, Antonella
Amesberger
CONSULTANTS
Executive planning
Wenzel + Wenzel
Architekten
Construction
management
Wenzel + Wenzel
Architekten
Client
Land Baden- Württemberg
Stadt Karlsruhe

Project description
The „Badisches Staatstheater Karlsruhe“ is
one of the most successful opera and theatre halls in Germany. Its central position
in Karlsruhe directly at the intersection of
the city’s two main arteries as well as its
unique appearance further underline the
importance of this institution.
The present extension and refurbishment concept incorporates the important
parameters of the existing building and
strengthens its qualities in the interior as
well as the exterior. The existing building
is extended in three development axes.
Thus, a building is created, which is well
connected to its urban surroundings,
openly presents its various functions
and establishes a clearly defined free
space. The building reaches towards the
far edges of the plot and valorises the
visual relations between the city and the
theatre, thus anchoring the new building
more strongly within the urban fabric.

Stages for rehearsal and workshops
are more strongly visually integrated
within their surroundings; the theatre
landscape “behind the backdrop” receives
an adequate relevance. These annexes
accommodate the existing height level of
the building, whereas the stage tower of
the new theatre creates a counterpart to
the opera house. The foyer expands across
multiple levels and functions as a public
meeting point between the multifunctional theatre space and the multitude of
stages within the building. In doing so,
the sculptural attributes of the existing
building are conserved and carried on.
The complicated functional connections
of the “Staatstheater” are optimised
within the framework of the project.
The whole ensemble is held together
by a prominent roof structure, which
overflows into façade areas of diversified height and creates a strong urban
visual appearance suitable for a cultural institution of such importance.

Culture

competition model
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KALLCO WIENERBERG
CITY LOFTS
Category
Residential
Address
Hertha-Firnberg-Straße 10, A-1100 Vienna
Client competition
1999 [1st prize]
Start of planning
1999
Start of construction
04/2002
Completion
05/2004
Floor area
5.313 m²
Site area
2.378 m²
Site area total
4.670 m²
Developed area
977 m²
Converted space
23.971 m³
Apartments
47 (8 levels)
1 Kindergarten
(4 groups)
Workspaces
(attributed to apartments)
Building Costs
Total
[incl. east component by Cuno Brullmann]
€ 12 Million
Costs/m²
€ 1.152 /m²
Project Team
Arnim Dold
Norbert Müller
Artwork
Norbert Brunner, Vienna, Austria
CONSULTANTS
Structural engineering
DI Javurek und Schweiger, Baden, Austria
HVAC
DI Ernst Haustechnik GesmbH & CO KG,
Olbendorf, Austria
Construction physics
DI Hans J. Dworak
Vienna, Austria
Client
Kallco Bauträger GmbH
Schlossgasse 13
A-1050 Vienna
Photographer
Hertha Hurnaus
Vienna
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Project description
The project forms one component of a large new urban development on the area of Wienerberg, Vienna. The scheme for a site on
the west side of this area incorporates living and working spaces
within an eleven-storey building on a footprint measuring 44 by
22 metres. In place of the simple stacking of identical layers, the
design uses interlocking floors to create spaces of differing heights.
The result is an interlaced wickerwork of levels so complex that
eight cross sections are required to explain the structure. Despite a
nominal room height of 2.5 metres, this configuration allows lofty
living areas of 3.3 metres to the south as well as lower zones of 2.3
metres to the north, designed for sleep and recreation.
The differentiated floor heights are of primary importance for the
feasibility of the project, for this innovative design results in an
additional storey on the north side of the building. This design
permits a multiplicity of dwelling types from bachelor pads to
split level apartments, with glazed office units and studios on the
north side. The complex interplay of domestic and working spaces
is revealed in the dynamic north façade. By contrast, a continuous
ribbon of balconies with balustrades screens the apartments on
the south side.

Housing
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Category
Living

Project description

Location
Meran, Italy

For the property, which according to the dedication
provided for the construction of one structure, DMAA
developed a three-part ensemble at the foot of a gently
rising hill range, located on the outskirts of Merano.
The lush and diverse vegetation of the adjacent natural
space determines the character of this site and became
the central motif of the architectural concept. Nature
is the protagonist of a spatial staging characterized
by horizontally and vertically layered spatial filters,
which are laid in lamella-like bands of variable density
around and between the individual building structures. These structures cover the connecting network of
paths in the outdoor space of the complex at different
heights, serve as scaffolding for climbing plants, and
provide zones of retreat and domestic intimacy in the
apartments despite floor-to-ceiling glazing throughout.

Status
Built
Site area
4.588 m²
Gross floor area
1.186 m²
Number of levels
E+2
Hight
max. 8,49 m
Project Manager
Marinke Böhm-Kneidinger
Project Team
Michael Lohmann
Alex Pop
Client
Pohl Immobilien
CONSULTANTS
Executive planning
Elmar Unterhauser
Architects
Landscape Architects
Galabau KG des Nikolaus
Messmer & Co.
Structural engineering
Pohl+Partner Dr. Ing. Siegfried Pohl
Building physics
Systent
Photography
Oskar Da Riz
Oliver Jaist

Due to the generous balcony and terrace areas, which
fluidly connect the apartments on all floors with the
individual outdoor spaces, the form-giving contours
of the individual building volumes recede into the
background. This feature is further enhanced by the
structuring of the multi-layered spatial grid, evoking
the spirit of Californian modernism.
The three-story structures offer a broad mix of
differently sized and individually scaled apartments
that provide light-filled living and common spaces,
unique views, as well as zones of retreat and intimacy.
All apartments have generous outdoor areas, entirely
zoned by trees, perennials and densely overgrown
pergolas, providing sufficient privacy even on the first
floor.
The vegetation organically connects the complex with
the surrounding landscape space, which is perceived as
an extended living space.
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CAMPUS TOWER
HAMBURG
Address
Quartiers
Baakenhafen/ Quartier Am Lohsepark 2357,
2359 und 2360 der Gemarkung Altstadt-Süd
Bezirk Hamburg-Mitte
Competition
[1st Prize Office Tower]
(Jury appreciation category Living)
Floor area
Office: 13.228 m²
Housing: 7.942 m²
Gross surface area
23.032,84 m² (Office +Housing)
Office: 14.649 m²
Housing: 8.381 m²

conceptual diagram

Site area
3.800 m²
Height
65 m
Number of levels
Office:
16 TOWER
CAMPUS
CAMPUS
TOWER
Housing: 8
Number of basements
1
Project manager
Sebastian Brunke
Project team
Gerhard Gölles
Alejandro Carrera
Bogdan Hambsan,
Michael Lohmann
Petras Vestartas

Project description
GermanyGermany
HamburgHamburg

Conceptual
Conceptual
DiagramsDiagrams

The urbanistic context
The office building is divided into three
parts, which are determined by the means
of contextual parameters: an architrave
block, a waler and a head. This partition
creates on the one hand a strong identity
of the whole ensemble as an urbanistic prelude for the development of the
Baakerhafen, on the other hand generates
urban qualities inside the building.

CONSULTANTS
Project controlling
Wenzel+Wenzel
Photographer
Piet Niemann
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Structure
Special functions, such as the Start Up
and HCU offices on the first floor, the
access to the roof terrace with a connected
office and meeting area on the seventh
floor as well as a bar with a 360° view
between the head of the building and
the shed roof are located within the
breaks subdividing the building. At the
same time, the settling out of the head of
the tower creates a sort of beacon effect
radiating far beyond the borders of the
property, thus guaranteeing a landmark
effect from afar.
Two materials shape the outer appearance
of the office building. The opaque areas
are wainscoted with dark concrete slabs;
the translucent zones are designed as
extroverted areas, which are concluded

through deflector panes. This solution
accommodates the requirements of noise
protection, while allowing for a sense of
openness thanks to the windows.
The external sunscreen is positioned between the deflector panes and the thermic
shell and is therefore protected from wind
and weather influences. The pattern dividing the façade follows the inner structure of the building; the opaque elements
in the area of the pillars and the railing are
reduced at the top. In consequence, this
measure creates a self-contained elegance
as well as an added value and a better view
for the higher levels, while at the same
time offering a cost effective solution and
an energetically reasonable proportion
between the transparent and the opaque
materials.
The structure of the façade carries on
at the ground floor with large scale
windows, which are connected to the
opaque front. The 360° bar located on
the rooftop enables diversified visual
relations to the Hafencity, the Baakenhafen, as well as to Hamburg’s city centre. A
filigree elevation is created thanks to the
shed roof reduced towards the exterior as
well as its mirrored soffit; the activities
within the building are visible from the
street in the evenings.

Office
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FH CAMPUS VIENNA

Project description
The new headquarters of the college for higher
education, FH Campus Wien in the 10th district,
was completed on the premises of the ‘Altes Landgut’ in September 2009.This building is an addition
to the range of completed buildings by Delugan
Meissl Associated Architects and is one of their
many, already realized architectural and social contributions to the future-oriented development of the
districts and the city.
Location and Design principle
“The winning project for the new building of the
‘FH Campus Wien’ represents a free-standing solution in form of a dynamic and open structure with
a high and promising potential in regard to possible
future requirements.’ Extract from the jury printout.
The location of the site is characterised by partly antithetic factors: it is situated between a wide, softly
south-sloping hill as part of a green space, and two
heavily trafficked roads. Thus, the site’s character
oscillates between being defined by a wide landscape
and an inhomogeneous road environment. Architectural and topographic components define the thread
behind the idea for the design: a crossover between
the characteristic inner-city block structures and the
spread out construction density of the periphery, as
well as between the landscaped leisure area ‘Volkspark’ and the natural green belt on the South-West
of Vienna. It is a free-standing horizontal building,
although not a solitaire embedded and architecturally conceived in order to absorb the existing circumstances and reformulate them according to its own
assignation. The rise develops moderately, departing
from the roundabout and then distinctively ending
in the south.
The Building
‘The building responds to the particular topography
of the location. Its shape mirrors the dynamism of
the FH Campus Wien.’ Dietmar Feistel, Partner
DMAA. The building encompasses two courtyard-like open spaces facing west and east. Two
flexed bracket buildings open towards them. These
distinctive elements rest on a partly two-storeyed
archetrave/plynth/base. Its functional and creative
concept is accompanied by a surrounding external
space which is softly modelled in footprint and
section.
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The reception area, assembly hall, library, festival
room and cafeteria are aligned in sequence along
the varying heights of the central area. The traffic
pattern and designated use of these areas compose
a bright volume which is pervaded by visual and
atmospheric relationships. Bridges, sitting steps,
functional- and air spaces alternate creatively and
result in an internal space structure. The interiors
merge unhindered with a variety of open spaces:
the canteen opens into a broad, open terrace; in the
north-east, a gravelled slope leads to the festival
room which holds the function of visual barrier and
closure at the same time. The rooftops of the base
area are planted with lavender, reminding of the
former crops that grew on the region’s land. Seminar
rooms, labs and the administration offices are situated in above lying angled wings that lead into clear
pathways and extended corridors along the window
fronts. Corridor recesses and recreational areas
alternate rhythmically and are highlighted by the
incoming natural light. On all levels, the pathways
and functional areas fuse together, forming internal
spaces that are not clearly assigned. The disposition
of the furniture inspirits possible ways of use, but
their ultimate designation is left to the users.
Outer and inner aspect
The monochrome appearance of the interiors is
revived by a permanent, playful application of black
and white nuances, as well as different grades of
shininess of the materials. Light and shadow
effects create constant and subtle changes during the
course of the day. The design of the façade is multilayered. Narrow pilaster strips stabilise and define
the rhythmically positioned height of the
horizontal window disposition. Black lines on the
extensive walls create an effect to scale. Recessed
ribbon glazing give the outer appearance a three-dimensional effect. The building oscillates between
quiet linearity and interrupted, almost irritating
height dislocations, transmitting tense solidity and
liveliness.
Functions
30 lecture rooms, 35 seminar rooms, 90 functional rooms such as labs, computer rooms, cafeteria,
library and media centre, festival room and approximately 150 rooms for research & development and
administration.

Office
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FH CAMPUS VIENNA

Category
Educational, Office
Address
Favoritenstraße 226
A-1100 Vienna

CONSULTANTS
Statics / HVACR /
construction physics
Vasko + Partner
Ingenieure Ziviltechniker GmbH, Vienna

Competition
2005 [1st prize]
Single-stage, Europe-wide,
anonymous realisation
competition by invitation

Execution planning
Vasko + Partner
Ingenieure –
Ziviltechniker GmbH, Vienna

Start of planning
2005

Fire prevention
IBS - Institut für Brandschutztechnik
and Sicherheitsforschung GmbH, Linz

Start of construction
03/2008
Completion
08/2009
Floor area
24.000 m²
Gross floor area
36.000 m²
Volume
143.705 m²

Landscaping
Rajek Barosch
Landschaftsarchitektur, Vienna
Electrics
TB Eipeldauer + Partner GmbH,
Baden/Vienna
Interiors
ATM Dr. Mezera ZT GmbH, Vienna
Kitchen planning
Fritsch

Built-up area
8.330 m²

Client
FH Campus Wien
Planungs-,Finanzierungsund ErrichtungsGmbH
Favoritenstraße 226,
1100 Wien

Students
3000

Photographer
Hertha Hurnaus

Site area
13.600 m²

Teaching staff
220
Courses
19 (Bachelor, 14 Master, 6 Diploma)
Budget
€ 45 Million
Project manager
Dietmar Feistel
Project Team
Daniela Hensler, Philip Beckmann,
Gerhard Gölles, Bernd Heger,
Marina Kolloch
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HEADQUARTERS B&F VIENNA
Category
Office

Administration / Offices
2492 m²

HVACR / Electrics
IC Consulenten ZT GmbH, Vienna

Address
Simmeringer
Hauptstrasse 339,
1110 Vienna, Austria

Events/Dining Hall/ Kitchen
287 m²

Traffic planning
AXIS Ingenieurleistungen ZT
GmbH, St.Poelten

Competition
2009 [1st prize]
Start of planning
08/2009
Start of construction
10/2010
Completion
03/2012
Floor area
4,046 m²
Gross floor area
6.329 m²
Site area
4.560 m²
Built up area
2.800 m²
Open area
365 m²
Volume
22.055 m³

Service Centre/Foyer
842 m²
Cost
€ 15 Million

Project team
Gerhard Goelles
Alejandro Carrera
Michael Lohmann
Felix Lohrmann
Eva Schrade
Christian Schrepfer

Kitchen planning
Stria Ingenieurbüro für
Großkuechenplanung, Vienna

CONSULTANTS
Landscape architecture
Rajek Barosch
Landschaftsarchitektur, Vienna
Structural Engineering
Werkraum Wien
Ingenieure ZT GmbH Vienna

Project description
The new headquarters of the funeral
parlour B&F Wien – Bestattung und
Friedhoefe GmbH accommodate both
operative as well as administrative spaces. A core element of the new building
is the client area with adjacent exhibition areas for tombstones, urns and
coffins. The building is situated on the
city’s main access road, the Simmeringer Hauptstraße which intersects the
central graveyard since its extension
in the 1920s. During the course of history, these traditional resting grounds
have been upgraded several times by
the construction of new buildings.
Under consideration of the visual axes
at Entrance number 2, and the crematorium in the north-west, the administration centre blends in as a dramatic
addition to the overriding urban space,
incorporating the surrounding archaic
constructions.The transitional space
between inside and outside is designed as a green and weather protected
courtyard. The path towards the main
entrance is framed by temporary sample graves and stone-masonry.
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Light planning
Hailight Lichtplanung Andreas
Haidegger
Innsbruck

Project manager
Philip Beckmann

Building physics
K2 Bauphysik GmbH
Vienna

Fire prevention
Prüfstelle für
Brandschutztechnik, Vienna

Client
BFW
Gebäudeerrichtungs- und
Vermietungsgesellschaft GmbH
+ Co KG
Awarding body
Bestattung Wien GmbH with
Friedhöfe Wien GmbH
Goldeggasse 19,
1041 Vienna, Austria
Implementation planning
and coordination
Ingenos.Gobiet.ZT GmbH

An optical connection to the green exterior is generated by high glass panels
which also transmit an atmospheric
continuation of the landscape. The
ample client area is divided into different functional zones which intersect
seamlessly.
The open space is structured by centrally located consultation desks and
south-easterly oriented private niches
are designed as discretion areas for
personal care. The exhibition space for
coffins and urns is located in the rear
part of the ground floor area. The clear
functional separation between client
and office spaces consists of a centrally
located staircase. The upper level hosts
offices and a common room with an
adjacent terrace, as well as rooms and
spacious open areas for staff. The views
towards the surrounding landscape are
studiously framed, hence creating intense visual relationships with the outside and increasing the quality of these
indoor areas. The external landscaping
concept envisages a discreet, timeless
formulation of plants and structures
pertaining to the classical graveyard
design.

Office
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DEUTSCHE BANK AREAL
FRANKFURT AM MAIN
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Office
Housing
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DEUTSCHE BANK AREAL

Category
Office, Housing,
Highrise
Location
Frankfurt am Main/Germany
Competition
2016/17
Gross floor area
226.000m²
Partner
raumwerk Gesellschaft für Architektur
und Stadtplanung mbH
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KELLOGG´S BREMEN

Project description
The „Überseestadt“ in Bremen is one of
Europe’s largest urban development projects with 300 hectares of land and one of
its outstanding port regeneration projects.
Within the area there is the peninsula
„Überseeinsel“, bordered by the Europahafen to the north-east, the River Weser
to the south-west and the former Kellogg
operating area to the south-east - a new
urban quater offering room for commercial
development, new education infrastructure, leisure activities and attractive public
spaces in a wonderful setting right on the
waterfront.
The area used formerly by Kellogg’s is centraly located in close proximity to Bremen’s
city centre and has created a significant
amount of potential for urban development .
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A characteristic feature of this quarter are
the existing silos and the former Reishalle
nearby. The conversion of the buildings,
the silos into a hotel and the Reishalle into
a market,enables a unique experience on
the Weser.
Both buildings have a varied range of
gastronomic offers located on the ground
floor, an organic supermarket, terraces on
the Weser and an own brewery.
The overground traffic is limited to collections or deliveries to keep the character of
the free spaces around the Kellogg ´s Hotel
and the market hall.
With focus on the the quality of stay the
priority is given to the pedestrian and bicycle traffic. For the vehicles, an underground
car parking with two entrances is planned.

Hotel & Spa
mixed use
Refurbishment
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KELLOGG´S BREMEN

Category
Mixed Use
Address
Auf der
Muggenburg 30
28217 Bremen
Start of planning
2018
Start of construction
2020
Completion
2023
Gross surface area
9.447,02 m² (Reislager)
9.142,52 m² (Silo oi)
Construction volume
37.336,94 (Reislager)
73.179 (Silo)
Site area
4.965 m² Reislager
2195 m² Silo
Height
24,5 m Reislager
52,4 m Silo
Number of levels
14 Silo
4 Reislager
Number of basements
1
Project manager
Eva Schrade
Project team
Birgit Miksch
Martin Schneider
Toni Nachev
Alex Pop
Klaudia Prikrill
Jakub Tyc
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CONSULTANTS
Executive planning
Reislager
dt+p
An der Reeperbahn 10
28217 Bremen
Silo
Gruppe GME Architekten
Paulsbergstraße 11
28832 Achim
Structural engineering
Wittler Ingenieure GmbH
Parkstraße 14
28209 Bremen
Lighting design
Die Lichtplaner
Hans-Wolf-Str. 19
D-65556 LimburgStaffel
Building Services
Engineering
Ecotec GmbH
Wilhelm-Herbst-Str. 7
28359 Bremen
Bulding physics
Wittler Ingenieure GmbH
Parkstraße 14
28209 Bremen
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Hotel & Spa
mixed use
Refurbishment
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KELLOGG´S BREMEN
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Hotel & Spa
mixed use
Refurbishment
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GERIATRIC CENTRE
DONAUSTADT
Category
Healthcare
Address
Langobardenstraße 122
A-1220 Vienna
Open competition
2009 [1st Prize]
Start of planning
11/2009
Start of construction
12/2011
Completion
11/2014
Net floor area
26.271 m²
Gross floor area
44.136 m²
Volume
162.125 m³
Remodelling and
extension
[gross floor area]
33.300 m²
New construction
[gross floor area]
10.800 m²
Costs
€ 100 Million
Project Management
Bernd Heger
Daniela Hensler

Team
Christoph Haas
Christian Gross
Christian Schrepfer
Anja Vogl
Lars Madsen
Robert Tzscheutschler
Team - Competition
Bernd Heger
Philip Beckmann
Martin Kleindienst
Marina Kolloch
Michael Lohmann
Felix Lohrmann
Eva Schrade
Manuela Walkner
Consortium
Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects
Vasko + Partner
Ingenieure ZT GmbH
Awarding body
City of Vienna
represented by Wiener
Krankenanstaltenverb und
Teiluntern.4
CONSULTANTS
Structural engineering / building
services / fire protection / building
physic / cost management /
implementation planning / local
construction supervisors
Vasko + Partner
Ingenieure ZT GmbH, Vienna, Austria
Landscape architecture
Rajek Barosch
Landschaftsarchitektur, Vienna,
Austria
Photographer
Hertha Hurnaus
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Project description
The concept for the residential
care home Donaustadt is based
on an extensive program of the
City of Vienna to react timely and
functionally to current demographic conditions by establishing
adequate public healthcare institutions. Not a medical institution in
the conventional sense is provided
in the northern side of the city, but
housing for users who due to their
age or illness are facing special spatial requirements. The guiding idea
for the extension of the residential
care home Donaustadt encloses
a re-organisation of urbanistic
conditions, which increases the
use and quality of the surrounding
public spaces.
The solid and clear outer aspect
finds its continuation in the interior of the building through the
constant application of characteristic materials. Manifold situations
with a certain urban quality are
provided for in the interior of
the building. These public spaces
enable the inhabitants of the house
to participate actively or passively
in the community life. In combination with the specific furnishings,
the use of these spaces can be

individually adapted, the inhabitants have the choice, whether and
in which form they want to engage
with the other residents. Circumferential loggias offer a direct
contact with the outside world.
The two inner courtyards with
mobile art installations bring forth
an additional visual stimulus. The
layering of partly mobile wood,
glass and textile elements forming
surrounding loggia ranges at the
façades was established in favour
of a highly cost optimised energy
balance. The individual use of these spaces leads to a visible change
of the façade and imparts a lively
aspect to the shaped form. Variable
free spaces consisting of terraces,
different garden zones with outdoor furnishing and paths, follow
the architectural concept of engaging the users. An easily accessible
central service centre was created
with consideration of the surrounding public circulation. With this
approach to designing hospitals,
this project demonstrates a positive link between the privacy of the
everyday living within a geriatric
centre and the surrounding city
life outside.

Healthcare
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GERIATRIC CENTRE
DONAUSTADT
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floor plan level 02
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DESCHAMPS-BRALY CLINIC OF
PLASTIC & CRANIOFACIAL SURGERY
Address
360 Post Street
San Francisco, USA
Start of planning
04/2017
Start of construction
01/2019
Completion
07/2019
Floor area
200 m²
Construction volume
515 m³
Project manager
Diogo Teixeira
Project team
Toni Nachev
CONSULTANTS
Carpenter
Cserni Objekt GmbH
Photographer
Joe Fletcher
Leandro Farina

Project description
The possibilities of modern medicine are
extensive and utterly fascinating. At the
same time, it is more important than ever
that medical progress is accompanied by
an appropriate ethical approach. An outstanding illustration of both these factors
is the work of the San Francisco-based
plastic and craniofacial surgeon Dr. Jordan
Deschamps-Braly. Dr. Deschamps-Braly
belongs to a very small group of surgeons,
who specialize in facial gender confirmation surgery for transgender people. Patients from around the world seek his help
in harmonizing their outward appearance
with their inner feelings.
In 2016, he contacted DMAA to discuss
the design of a project for a new office in
the famous Tiffany Building in downtown San Francisco that would use the
means of architecture and interior design
to embody both his professional perfectionism and his complete commitment to
providing maximum care and comfort to
his patients. He visited Vienna to present
his extraordinary work and project ideas
immediately began to flow. It soon became clear that the design should reflect
Dr. Deschamps-Braly’s meticulous,
microscopic surgical technique while also
creating a calm and relaxing atmosphere.
Central to the concept is a system of linear
timber elements – lamellas – that cover
the floor, walls, and ceiling. These define
the main axis from the front door to the
end of the hall while transverse lines in
the floor mark the entrance to each office
and the ceiling lamellas turn downwards
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to provide a filter to the glazed interior
walls. This allows light to penetrate deep
into the hall while offering patients the
privacy that they expect in such an environment. With their various directions,
layers, and spatial planes, these lamellas
create the effect of a protective cocoon.
The human body, from the organs and
bones to the muscles and skin, is a series
of incredibly complex layered structures. The outer layer – the skin – interacts
closely with the other elements to form a
unique mechanism. And the skin is also a
direct reflection of the soul, which means
that it is essential that we pay attention to
outer surfaces and materials.
Careful consideration was given to the
selection and the performance of the
various elements and materials, which
work together to create a sensitive and attractive space that has little to do with the
classic notion of a sterile clinical environment. The contrasting combination of the
warm and welcoming tones of the timber
elements, the intimate dark shades of the
natural stone flooring, and the acoustic
fabric ceiling panels, achieves the perfect
balance.
The complex craftsmanship was the
responsibility of the Austrian carpentry experts Cserni. The floor panels of
natural granite and inlaid timber within
an aluminum frame are executed with a
level of highly-demanding, quasi-surgical accuracy that reflects the millimetric
precision of Jordan Deschamps-Braly’s
operations.

Healthcare

© Joe Fletcher
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DESCHAMPS-BRALY CLINIC
OF PLASTIC & CRANIOFACIAL
SURGERY

© Leandro Farina
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CASA
INVISIBILE
Category
Living
Address
Slovenia
Start of planning
02/2013
Start of construction
05/2013
Completion
07/2013
Gross floor area
50 m²
Net floor area
45 m²
Construction volume
160 m³
Project manager
Gerhard Goelles

Project description
Casa Invisibile is a flexible
housing unit, which consists of
a prefabricated wood structure
designed for turnkey implementation at any designated site.
Maximum flexibility and spatial
quality are the key elements in
its concept of development. The
open layout is structured by a
chimney and a wet cell creating
three spatial units that provide
for individual use and design.
The structure and ambience
of the rooms are characterised
by the use of domestic woods.
The mounting framework and
fitments of the housing unit
are exclusively assembled from
prefabricated elements at the
factory. The overall dimensions
are 14.50 x 3.50 meters, which
provides for easy transportation
by lorry. Design and texture of
the interior design and façade
can be determined by the client
from various options listed in a
design catalogue.
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This provides for tailor-made
design options for the housing
units as well as for flexible pricing options. Through modular
element construction and the
intensive use of wood, the
housing units can be completely
disassembled which minimizes
their environmental footprint.
By combining innovation and
mobility at a reasonable price,
Casa Invisibile is a product that
offers a ground breaking alternative in an increasingly critical
housing situation.
Key factors in this unique proposition are its uncomplicated
assembly, its attractive price
and the free choice of location.
Compared to the cost-intensive
and bureaucratic construction
of a conventional house, Casa
Invisible offers a literally ground
breaking alternative.

Interior Design
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CASA INVISIBILE
CASA INVISIBILE
Diagrams

Diagrams

conceptual diagrams

CUSTOMIZATION
DESIGN YOUR OWN CASA INVISIBILE
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CUSTOMIZATION
DESIGN YOUR OWN CASA INVISIBILE

Interior Design
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TOURISTINFO
ALBERTINA

TICKETS

INFO

Category
Interior Design
Address
Albertinaplatz
1010 Vienna

ORGA

NISAT

Start of planning
01/2014

ORGANISATION

T A TION

Start of construction
07/2014
Completion
11/2014
Project manager
Gerhard Gölles
Christian Schrepfer
Client
Vienna Tourist Board
Invalidenstraße 6
1030 Vienna
Call for bids
Buchegger 7
Rasumofskygasse 26
1030 Vienna
Photographer
Hertha Hurnaus
Vienna

Project description
The design of the new Tourist
Info follows the
architectural approach of spatial
experience, as well as the interaction between architecture and
its perception. The optimum
connection between functional
and aesthetic qualities is the
focal point of the design, ensuring smooth work flow as well as
a fascinating high-quality space.
A faceted space shaping brass
wall is in the heart of the
concept, representing Vienna’s
diversity through its multifunctional quality, materiality and
appearance.

The choice of materials, furniture and a balanced colour
scheme create a distinctive
atmosphere and strengthen
the presence of this modular
information medium. The space
is divided into two functional
areas, hanging lights serve at the
same time as a signage system,
a lounge area and other seating
furniture offer a possibility to
linger. The new Tourist Info gives Vienna’s visitors a first strong
idea of the historically charged
and unique city.

conceptual diagrams
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ORGANISATION

PR Ä S E N

Competition
11/2013 [1st prize]

ION

Interior Design

exterior photo
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HOUSE RT
Category
Private Space
Address
Austria
Start of planning
11/2003
Start of construction
09/2004
Completion
08/2005
Floor area
554 m²
Site area
2,791 m²
Built-up area
668 m²
Terrace
200 m²

Project Description

Project manager
Christopher Schweiger

The site’s characteristic and gently shaped

Project team
Philip Beckmann
Gerhard Gölles
Thomas Peter-Hindelang

topography was the starting point for the design.
The slope on the skirts of the forest overlooking the
nearby city opens up to a wide panoramic view over
the valley and the surrounding mountain lanscape.

Building Owner
Private

The architectural response was a residence with

Photographer
Hertha Hurnaus

glade. Based on the house’s atrium-like typology,

maximum relation to nature in the middle of a
the systematically positioned intervals between
landscape and construction achieve lively relationships
between the artificial and the natural. Circumferential folds and large-scale glass openings in the
walls absorb, reflect, underline and complement the
scenic parameters. The house’s reclusive position
and integration with the mature natural overgrowth
gives it the character of an open refuge which is
introverted, yet at the same time wide open.
Following the topology, the interiors are aligned
with the highly amenable outdoor spaces, thus creating clearly defined, spatially permeable areas free
of barriers and fluidly connected.
The crack pattern on the façade underlines the tension
between surface feeling and colour. It can either be
rich in contrast in the snowy winter landscape or
complementary to the surrounding forest’s summery
colour interplay.
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TEELA

Category
Industrial design
Title
TEELA Zumtobel Office
Status
available since 2018
Client
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH

Project Description

Material
flexible fabric cover available
in different colors and sizes

„The luminaire TEELA touches the sensual percep-

Video:
Zumtobel/Andrzej Siegmund
adot.de
Images:
Zumtobel/Till Hückels

tion and determines at the same time the physiological feeling of space quality. This unique character
goes beyond its functional aspect and stands for the
high quality of a lighting solution.“
By interpreting the infinite changeability of light,

Project manager
Martin Josst

this luminaire adds a special atmosphere to any

Project team
Rangel Karaivanov

its users. Changeable lighting effects, flexible spatial

Photographer
Till Hückels

effectiveness charactarize TEELA and describe its

room and triggering a variety of emotions among
positioning and the organic design with acoustic
special features.
A luminaire that can set a variety of accents into its
chosen space.
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IYON
Category
Industrial design
Title
‘LED spot light series’

Project Description

Available since
2011

„The symbiosis of precisely focussed lighting and

Product line
IYON S - Compact LED
spotlights

sual perception and determines at the same time the
physiological feeling of space quality.“

IYON M - High-power LED
spotlights

The interpretation of an infinitely adjustable light

IYON-SL S - Compact recessed
LED spotlights for ceiling
installation

light. The flowing interaction of object and medi-

IYON-SL M - High-power
recessed LED spotlights for
ceiling installation

effects, flexible spatial positioning, and LED optical

Materials
housing made of high
pressure die-cast aluminium
Awards
German Design Award 2013
design plus Award
2012
IF Product Design Award 2012
Reddot Design Award 2012
Good Design Award
2012
Manufacturer
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Project manager
Christian Schrepfer
Project team
Claudia Schiedt
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proportion as parameters of design affects the sen-

source with a slender form describes the IYON
um unfolds sensuality and high functionality in
one quality lighting solution. Changeable lighting
performance gives IYON the choice of numerous
internal spaces. The matt finish of the recessed luminary integrates the lighting unit to blend into its
chosen location.

Category
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TENDO
Category
Industrial design
Title
Home- and Contract Furniture Series
Available
since 2013
Project manager
Christian Schrepfer
Project team
Luís Soares
Client
SCHNEEWEISS AG
Im Schlossgarten 1
77971 Schmieheim
Deutschland
Manufacturer
Braun Lockenhaus,
Fabriksgasse 9-11
A 7442 Lockenhaus
Product line
with and without arm rest separate backrest
and single plywood shell
different upholstery options, functional
accessories
Materials
Oak / Stainless steal
Beech / Stainless steal

Project Description
The shell seat is the first piece of TENDO, the furniture series which combines constructive lightness and functionality in a balanced way. Defining
features of the design are the dynamic interplay and
the characteristics of wood and stainless steel. The
fusion between the delicate wood construction and
the stainless steel bearing structure makes TENDO
into a synergistic unity as regards the lightness of
the design and functional stability. Materials and
design are combined in a highly comfortable and
practical shell seat. Up to ten seats can be stacked,
therefore reducing the needed storage space. TENDO is also available with a textile upholstery in several colours. The precise harmonisation of the materials’ properties in view of their functions allows
for a sustainable dimensioning of all components.
Therefore the elegant end product can be produced
in a cost-efficient way. TENDO ‘s design is meant to
be available in several variations, while at the same
time ecological and economic factors are considered. Single parts are flexible and usable in different
ways, like parts of a modular assembly system. They
represent the basic elements of the TENDO furniture range which will be complemented by tables,
armchairs, and functional accessories.
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ARCHITECTURE IS NOTHING BUT

A KIND OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY
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OFFICE PROFILE,
ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
The Vienna architectural office Delugan
Meissl Associated Architects works
around the globe creating places that
offer special spatial experiences. The
fi rm‘s repertoire ranges from spectacular
cultural institutions and innovative
residential and office buildings to exhibitions, furniture and product design.
DMAA stands for excellence in
implementation and delight in
experimentation, for the awareness of
people and context, for the crystalline
and fluis, for realism and vision, for
dynamic and intimate atmospheres,
for practicality and passion.

DMAA - INNOVATIVE, UPLIFTING
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Biographies

CV
1993
Delugan-Meissl ZT GmbH
was founded jointly by
Elke Delugan-Meissl and
Roman Delugan

Elke Delugan-Meissl
born in Linz, Austria

Roman Delugan
born in Merano, Italy

Dietmar Feistel
born in Bregenz, Austria

Studied at the University
Innsbruck; Practice in
Innsbruck and Vienna

Studied at the
University of
Applied Arts, Vienna
[masterclass of
Professor Wilhelm
Holzbauer]

Studied at the
Technical University in
Vienna

2003-2008
Member of the Land
Advisory Board Vienna
2006
Teaching position at the
University of Stuttgart
2006
Prize of the City of Vienna
for Architecture

2004
Expansion to Delugan
Meissl Associated
Architects
PARTNER: Dietmar
Feistel, Martin Josst

2006-2010
Chairwoman of the
Building and Urban Design
Assessment Committee
Salzburg

2012
Establishment of the
brand DMID, Delugan
Meissl Industrial Design

2009-2011
Chairwoman of the BIG
Architecture Advisory
Board Vienna
2010-2011
Teaching position at the
University of Applied Arts,
Vienna
2014-2016
Member of the Architectural Advisory Board
Regensburg
2015
Silver Medal of the City of
Vienna
2015
Grand Austrian State Prize
2016
Commissioner of the Austrian Pavilion at the 15th
International Architecture
Biennale in Venice
since 2016
Member of the Austrian
Art Senate

1984-1985
Research project
«Architecture of
the 20th century
in Austria»,
directed by Professor
Friedrich Achleitner
1996-1997
Teaching position at
the University of Applied
Arts, Vienna
2004-2005
Guest lecturer and guest
critic at the BFH Berner
Fachhochschule

since 1998
Practice at Delugan
Meissl ZT GmbH
since 2004
Partner at Delugan
Meissl Associated
Architects
2007 – 2008
Teaching position at
the Vienna University of
Technology
Guest critic at the
Vienna University of
Technology

Martin Josst
born in Hamburg,
Germany
Studied at Muthesius
Academy of Art and
Design Kiel
Practice at Studio
Morphosis, Los Angeles
since 2001
Practice at Delugan
Meissl ZT GmbH
since 2004
Partner at Delugan
Meissl Associated
Architects
2006-2007
Teaching position at the
University of Stuttgart
2010-2011
Teaching position at
the University of Applied
Arts, Vienna

2006
Prize of the City of Vienna for Architecture
2007-2009
Guest lecturer and
guest critic at the
MSA Münster School of
Architecture
2010
Guest lecturer and
guest critic at the Georg
Simon Ohms Hochschule
Nuremberg
2015
Silver Medal of the City
of Vienna
2015
Grand Austrian State
Prize
Member of international
architectural juries

since 2017
Member of the Advisory
Board for Urban Planning
and Urban Design Vienna
since 2018
President of the Austrian
Frederick and Lillian Kiesler Private Foundation
since 2021
Member of the Advisory
Board for Building Culture
Graz
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selected work

PROJECT SELECTION
BUILT PROJECTS

2005

1998

Apartment High-Rise Wienerberg, Vienna

Residential development “Beam”, Donaucity, Vienna
Residential development Grundaecker, Oberlaa, Vienna

2006
Residential Building Steigenteschgasse, Vienna
Apartment Oberlech, Vorarlberg

2000
House J, Absam, Tyrol
Mischek-Tower, Donaucity, Vienna

2007
Men’s Fashion Shop ‘Helmut Eder I’, Kitzbuehel

2001
Ofﬁce and Residential Building Wimbergergasse, Vienna

2002
Residential Building Paltramplatz, Vienna

2003
Global Headquarters Sandoz, Vienna
House Ray1, Vienna

2004
Residential development “Kallco City Lofts”, Vienna
Apartment Unit 8-II, “Deep Surface”, Phoenix City,
Beijing
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2008
Residential Building Seitenberggasse, Vienna
Women’s Fashion Shop ‘Helmut Eder II’, Kitzbuehel
Porsche Museum, Stuttgart

2009
ci17, Austria
Residential Building “Simply 11”, Vienna
Residential Building „Brauerei Liesing“, Vienna
FH Campus, Vienna

2012
EYE Film Institute Netherlands, Amsterdam
Headquarters Funeral Parlour “B&F Wien, Bestattung
und Friedhoefe GmbH”, Vienna
Festival Hall of the Tiroler Festspiele Erl, Tyrol

Project selection

2013

2021

Hospital Rudolfstiftung, Vienna
Housing Project Sonnwendviertel, Vienna

Sparkasse Bremen, Bremen
Offshore Borkum, Borkum
Taiyuan Botanical Garden, Taiyuan, China
BEL & MAIN Vienna, Vienna
Residential ANTONIANUM, Meran
The Metropolitan, Vienna

2014
Ofﬁce Complex Luv&Lee, Bremen
Geriatric Centre Donaustadt, Vienna
Housing Project Polgarstrasse, Vienna
Tourist Info Albertina, Vienna
Headquarters B&F, Vienna

2016
Casa Invisibile, prefabricated building
Karl Landsteiner University of Health Science, Krems
Shopping Center ELI, Liezen
Baumkirchen Mitte, Munich

2017
Hyundai Motorstudio Goyang, Goyang, Seoul
MIBA Forum, Laakirchen

CURRENT PROJECTS
Haus für Film und Medien, Stuttgart
Staatstheater Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe
R.evo Neuperlach, Munich
Residental Weinfelden, Weinfelden
Vienna TWENTY TWO, Vienna
Kellogg´s Bremen, Bremen
MedUni Campus Mariannengasse, Vienna
Expo Cultural Park Greenhouse Garden, China
Atlantic Hotel & “Tower Ost” Erfurt, Erfurt
“An der Schanze” Quarter, Vienna
Althan Quartier, Vienna
Shanghai Valley, China
Fengxian Town Hall, China
Tengchong Tower, China
Residential modules, RØMØ
Residential Greenhouse, Bremen
House Achim

2019
Taiyuan Water Sports Center, Taiyuan, China
Campus Tower Hamburg, Hamburg

2020
Taiyuan Zoo New Areas, Taiyuan, China
Taiyuan Zoo Entrance Building, China
Deschamps-Braly Clinic of Plastic & Craniofacial
Surgery, San Francisco, USA
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AWARDS
2002
Townhouse Wimbergergasse
Building contractor Award

2003
House Ray1
Nominated for the Mies van der Rohe Award

Porsche Museum
WALLPAPER* Award 2008
in association with Jaguar [for best Building Site]

2009
Porsche Museum
Nominated for the Mies van der Rohe Prize

2004

Book „Porsche Museum“
Nomination to the Austrian Sate Award
„Most Beautiful Book 2009“

House Ray1
Polydecor-Corian Design Award [1st price]

2010

House Ray1
Deutscher Umbaupreis [1st price]
Global Headquarters Sandoz
Contractworld Award 2004 „Offices“ [2nd price]

2006

Brauerei Liesing
ECOLA-Award
Honorable mention „New Buildings“

2012
IYON LED spotlight range
Design Plus Award

Prize for Architecture of the City of Vienna (14.12.2006)
High-Rise Wienerberg International
High-Rise Award [honorable mention]

IYON LED spotlight range
Red Dot Design Award

2007

IYON LED spotlight range
Good Design Award

House Ray1
ARCHIP – Russian International Architectural Award

IYON LED spotlight range
Nominated for the Bundespreis ecodesign 2012

2008

2013

HEWI Hardware Range 120
RetDot Design Award 2008

IYON LED spotlight range
German Design Award 2013
Eye Film Institute Netherlands
Nominated for the Mies van der Rohe Price
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Awards

2014

2019

Festival Hall Erl
AIT-Award 2014
2nd Prize in Category „Public Buildings / Education“

TEELA Zumtobel Ofﬁce
reddot award 2019

Festival Hall Erl
Auszeichnung des Landes Tirol für Neues Bauen, 2014

TEELA Zumtobel Ofﬁce
iF Design Award 2019

2015

University Campus Krems
Auszeichnung für Engagement im Klimaschutz,
klimaaktiv Gold, 2019

Tendo
IF Design Award

2020

Festival Hall Erl
Nominated for the Mies van der Rohe Price

Residence Adele
Auszeichnung „gebaut 2020“ der Stadt Wien, 2020

Silver Medal of the City of Vienna, Elke Delugan-Meissl,
Roman Delugan, 2015

2021

Grand Austrian State Prize, Elke Delugan-Meissl, Roman Delugan, 2015

2016

Category

Taiyuan Botanical Garden Domes
Structural Awards 2021 Winner, The Institution of
Structural Engineers, 2021
Taiyuan Botanical Garden
Gold Medal for outstanding design, 2021

Tendo
Good Design Award
Tourist Info
IF Design Award

2017
MIBA Forum
Holzbaupreis Steiermark, 1st Prize in the Catagorie
„wooden construction limitless“

2018
MIBA FORUM LAAKIRCHEN
2nd Prize, 2A Europe Architecture Award 2018
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PUBLICATIONS

DELUGAN DMAA– DELUGAN PORSCHE DESIGN VOL. I
MEISSL 2 INTENSE MEISSL MUSEUM PEAK 08
Concepts, Projects,
Buildings
Robert Temel;
Liesbeth Waechter-Böhm;
Birkhäuser – Publishing
for Architecture, Basel
Switzerland, 2001

REPOSE
EXHIBITION
CATALOGUE
Publisher:
Aedes Verlag, Berlin,
Germany, 2006
ISBN 3-937093-63-X

ISBN 103-7643-6557-9
[german, english]
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ASSOCIATED
ARCHITECTS

Realized projects,
Current projects, Competitions
Publisher:
Daab GmbH, Cologne,
Germany, 2006
ISBN 978-3-93771887-3

Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects
HG MERZ
Photographer:
Iwan Baan
Editor:
Liquid Frontiers
Publisher:
Springer-Verlag
Wien, Austria, 2010

Publisher:
Equal Books
Designer:
Joon-hee, Lee
ISBN 978-89-9629047-6
978-89-962904-07(set)

Publisher:
Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects
Vienna, Austria 2010
ISBN
978-3-9502979-0-4

Publications

Category

ZOOM & 360°
Publisher:
Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects,
Liquid Frontiers
Vienna, Austria 2018
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